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Abstract

Introduction—The NMDA receptor mediates a slow component of excitatory synaptic transmission, and NMDA receptor dysfunction has been implicated in numerous neurological disorders. Thus, interest in developing modulators that are able to regulate the channel continues to be strong. Recent research has led to the discovery of a number of compounds that hold therapeutic and clinical value. Deeper insight into the NMDA inter-subunit interactions and structural motifs gleaned from the recently solved crystal structures of the NMDA receptor should facilitate a deeper understanding of how these compounds modulate the receptor.

Areas covered—This article discusses the known pharmacology of NMDA receptors. A discussion of the patent literature since 2012 is also included, with an emphasis on those that claimed new chemical entities as regulators of the NMDA receptor.

Expert Opinion—The number of patents involving novel NMDA receptor modulators suggests a renewed interest in the NMDA receptor as a therapeutic target. Subunit-selective modulators continue to show promise, and the development of new subunit-selective NMDA receptor modulators appears poised for continued growth. Although a modest number of channel blocker patents were published, successful clinical outcomes involving ketamine have led to a resurgent interest in low-affinity channel blockers as therapeutics.
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1. Introduction

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) that acts as an agonist at two types of receptors: second messenger-linked metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) and ionotropic cation-selective ligand-gated channels (iGluRs). The NMDA (N-methyl D-aspartate) receptor, along with AMPA (α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolopropionic acid) and kainate receptors, comprise three
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classes of iGluRs [1]. These receptors have been linked to normal nervous system
development and function and are implicated in a number of diseases, such as Parkinson’s
disease [2], Alzheimer’s disease [3], schizophrenia [4–6], and depression [7,8]. The NMDA
receptor is distinct from other ionotropic glutamate receptors in terms of its pharmacological
properties. Selective agonists (such as NMDA) and antagonists (such as D-APV) are inactive
at AMPA and kainate receptors, but active at the NMDA receptor. NMDA receptors also
show substantial differences from AMPA and kainate receptors in amino acid sequence, and
clear differences in terms of their structure [9–11]. The NMDA receptors are unique in that
they show a high calcium permeability [12], voltage dependent-channel block by
physiological concentrations of Mg$^{2+}$ [13], requirement of the binding of two co-agonists for
activation (glycine and glutamate), and multimeric subunit composition containing both
GluN1 and GluN2 subunits [14]. These features, together with the ability of NMDA
receptors to control synaptic plasticity and their involvement in neurological diseases, have
created a therapeutic rationale driving the development of NMDA glutamate modulators.
Indeed, enhancement or reduction of NMDA receptor function has been suggested as a
potential treatment for a variety of neurological disorders. Due to their relative importance, a
great deal is known about NMDA receptors, including the arrangement of different subunits
within the tetrameric assembly, functional properties, and binding sites of various agonists,
antagonists, and modulators [1,15].

NMDA receptors mediate a slow Ca$^{2+}$-permeable component of excitatory synaptic
transmission [12] that requires the binding of the co-agonist glycine in addition to
synaptically-released glutamate. Thus, systems that regulate concentrations of glycine,
glutamate, and D-serine can influence NMDA receptor function. In addition to the
simultaneous binding of glycine and glutamate [14], the opening of the channel must also be
accompanied by a membrane depolarization to relieve channel block by external magnesium
in order to allow current flow [13]. The NMDA receptor gating mechanism, which leads to
the opening of the ion channel pore, takes on the order of 5–15 milliseconds, which is
relatively slow compared to the submillisecond time scale for activation of AMPA receptors
[16]. The NMDA receptor is typically composed of two GluN1 subunits and two GluN2
subunits, which are further divided into four types of subunits labeled GluN2A-GluN2D.
Although not as well understood, two GluN3 subunits (GluN3A and GluN3B) can also be
incorporated into the NMDA receptor complex, and may alter NMDA receptor properties.
NMDA receptors comprised of GluN1, GluN2, and GluN3 subunits have been suggested to
exist in the adult brain [17]. Receptors can contain two different GluN2 subunits, and these
so-called triheteromeric NMDA receptors have unique properties [15,18]. The ionotropic
 glutamate receptors as a class have a somewhat similar sequence homology, suggesting that
the three receptors share a similar architecture. The structure of all ionotropic glutamate
receptor subunits includes four semiautonomous domains: an amino terminal domain (ATD),
a ligand binding domain (LBD), a transmembrane domain (TMD), and a carboxyl terminal
domain (CTD) (Figure 1). Each of the various NMDA subunits has been studied
independently and in varying detail. Crystal structures of a GluN1-GluN2B ATD bound to
both zinc [19] and ifenprodil [20] revealed a clamshell-like structure divided into two parts,
R1 and R2. Although high sequence homology exists between NMDA receptors and non-
NMDA receptors in terms of the LBD [21], the ATD of the NMDA receptor shares low
sequence homology with non-NMDA receptors. In contrast to non-NMDA receptors, multiple binding sites for allosteric modulators that regulate receptor function have been described in the ATD of NMDA receptor [22]. Zn$^{2+}$ binds to both the GluN2A and GluN2B subunits [23,24] within a pocket in the cleft of the GluN2B ATD clamshell [19], while the GluN2B-selective inhibitor ifenprodil binds at the interface between GluN1 and GluN2B ATD heterodimer, distinct from the zinc binding site [20] (Figure 1). The ATD of the NMDA receptor controls channel opening probability and the deactivation rate following glutamate removal, which is in contrast to the AMPA and kainate receptors, where the ATD does not appear to detectably regulate ion channel activity [25]. This may reflect the closer interaction of ATD with the LBD observed in NMDA receptors compared to non-NMDA receptors (discussed below).

Crystal structures of the isolated LBD region [14,26,27] of the NMDA receptor reveal a clamshell-like structure composed of two lobes, D1 and D2. The glutamate agonist binding pocket is located in the cleft between D1 and D2, and once glutamate binds, a conformational change takes place whereby the D2 lobe moves to produce a partial closure of the intralobe cleft [14]. Although sequence homology among NMDA and non-NMDA receptor LBD regions are high, evidence suggests that the conformational changes that lead to channel opening differ between NMDA and AMPA [26,27]. Modulators of glycine affinity bind at the GluN1-GluN2A heterodimer LBD interface, including the GluN2A-selective inhibitor TCN-201 [28] (Figure 1).

The transmembrane domain (TMD) forms the ion channel pore and is comprised of three transmembrane helices and a re-entrant pore loop, which resembles an inverted potassium channel [9]. The TMD is connected to the LBD by three short linkers associated with each of the transmembrane helices (M1, M3, and M4). M2 typically refers to a short reentrant loop that lines the inner pore of the channel and controls ion permeation and channel block [29]. Voltage dependent block of the NMDA receptor by extracellular Mg$^{2+}$ ions occurs within the channel pore and is influenced by residues in the TMD [13], similar to uncompetitive antagonists known as channel blockers [29,30]. A large intracellular portion of the glutamate receptors comprises the carboxyl terminal domain (CTD), which influences membrane targeting and provides multiple sites for post-translational modifications that can alter receptor function and trafficking [1].

Recently two crystal structures of the heterotetrameric NMDA receptor ATD-LBD-TMD have been solved, revealing the structural details that differentiate the NMDA receptor from the closely related AMPA receptor (Figure 1) [10,11]. These crystal structures also allow a view of the inter-subunit and inter-domain interactions of the NMDA receptor, which should be valuable in understanding how molecules interact with the receptor to modulate activity. Indeed, three subunit-selective compounds appear to bind at domain interfaces (Figure 1). Both crystal structures were of an intact GluN1-GluN2B receptor, and both structures revealed that the ATD is much more tightly packed and in closer contact with the LBD in the NMDA receptor than in the AMPA receptor. The ATD and the LBD appear to be a single unit (Figure 1), while in AMPA receptors, a clear divide exists because of flexible linkers between the LBD and ATD. This may be the reason that NMDA receptors show pronounced regulation of ion channel function by the ATD [25]. Overall 2-fold symmetry of the receptor
was observed for the extracellular portion of the glutamate receptor family, with subunits organized in a layered dimer-of-dimer arrangement, where 2-fold symmetry between the ATD and LBD exists, and pseudo-fourfold symmetry within the TMD (Figure 1). While the ATD and LBD portions of the receptor were elucidated in the two crystal structures, more studies in addition to higher resolution structures will be necessary to fully understand the ion-pore and TMD regions.

There are four GluN2 gene products: GluN2A, GluN2B, GluN2C, and GluN2D. Each GluN2 subunit imparts unique properties to the receptors, with differences in the deactivation time course, channel opening probability, channel open duration, and agonist sensitivity [14,15,31,32]. GluN2A-containing receptors have a much faster deactivation time course than the other GluN2 subtypes [33], and are also less sensitive to glycine and glutamate than the other subtypes. In terms of opening probability, recombinant GluN2A receptors have a high open probability, nearly 10-fold higher than GluN2C and GluN2D-containing receptors [34]. Channel properties including Mg\(^{2+}\) blockade, Ca\(^{2+}\) permeability, and single-channel conductance vary between GluN2A/B and GluN2C/D receptors, and are determined by a single GluN2 residue in the M3 transmembrane region [35]. Not only are pharmacological properties dependent on GluN2 subunit composition, but also developmental expression levels and location in the brain. At the embryonic stage of a rat brain, low levels of GluN1, GluN2B, and GluN2D can be observed, whereas GluN2A and GluN2C are not prominently expressed. By birth, GluN2B is expressed in the cortex and hippocampus, while GluN2D is expressed in the thalamus, hypothalamus, and brain stem. GluN2A is expressed in the hippocampus and cortex and GluN2C is most highly expressed in the cerebellum [36–38]. In the adult rat brain, all NMDA receptor subunits are expressed, with GluN2A being most strongly expressed, while GluN2D is detected in the lowest amounts.

The diversity of functions mediated by many possible subunit combinations makes the NMDA receptor a strong candidate for a therapeutic target. Moreover, a variety of binding sites for antagonists and modulators with varying degrees of subunit-selectivity have been discovered and exploited. Uncompetitive antagonists, also known as channel blockers, bind deep in the ion pore (Figure 1) and require activation of the receptor prior to binding [30]. FDA-approved adamantine (1) and memantine (2) (Figure 2), in contrast to high-affinity channel blockers, have been well-tolerated in the clinic. This may reflect their fast unbinding-rates and relatively low affinity, which favors blockade of channels that are opened for prolonged periods of time over transiently activated receptors. Memantine and adamantine have been approved by the FDA for the symptomatic treatment of Alzheimer’s [39]. Ketamine (3) is an anesthetic that is typically used more often in children than adults [40], and it has also been effective in multiple trials for treatment-resistant depression [41]. Additionally, ketamine has been effective in preliminary clinical trials for obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) [42] and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [43]. These initial successful outcomes will most likely lead to the testing of ketamine in additional clinical settings. Other well-studied channel blockers that share a similar binding site within the pore include MK-801 (4) and phencyclidine (PCP) (5). Dextromethorphan (6), the active ingredient in common over-the-counter (OTC) antitussives, and its primary metabolite,
dextrorphan (7), are also noncompetitive NMDA receptor antagonists that act at a binding site within the pore [44–46]. While the demethylated metabolite 7 is more potent than dextromethorphan 6 at NMDA receptors [45,47], both compounds are also active at sigma 1 and sigma 2 receptors [48,49]. In 2010, the FDA approved a combination of dextromethorphan hydrobromide and quinidine sulfate, referred to as Nuedexta, for the treatment of pseudobulbar affect (PBA) [50]. Currently, available channel blockers are unable to differentiate between GluN2 subunits, with less than 10-fold selectivity described [51]. This lack of subunit-selectivity has been suggested to be partially responsible for the associated negative side effects, which include altered cardiovascular function, decreased motor function, hallucinations and delusions [52].

A breakthrough in the discovery of NMDA receptor modulators was the identification of the first subunit-selective NMDA receptor modulator, the noncompetitive antagonist ifenprodil (8), which is up to 400 times more selective for receptors that contain the GluN2B subunit than GluN2A, GluN2C, or GluN2D subunits [53,54]. Ifenprodil was originally reported to be a neuroprotectant and related compounds, such as traxoprodil (9) and Ro 25–6981 (10) (Figure 3), have been tested in advanced clinical trials for traumatic brain injury, neuropathic pain, and treatment-resistant depression [55–59]. GluN2B-selective inhibitors are typically better tolerated than channel blockers, although initial enthusiasm has been dampened due to observed side effects that are similar to behaviors observed with PCP use, raising concerns of abuse potential [61]. Further research is required, but the ifenprodil template and the binding mechanism continue to be a resource for finding new scaffolds that selectively modulate GluN2B-containing receptors.

More recently, an allosteric modulator highly selective for GluN2A-containing receptors, TCN-201 (11), was identified [62]. TCN-201 acts as a noncompetitive modulator that depends on glycine; the binding of TCN-201 accelerates the dissociation of glycine, and thus is an allosteric regulator of glycine binding [63,64]. Although more work is necessary to elucidate the exact binding site of the compound, initial studies suggest that TCN-201 binds at the GluN1/GluN2 LBD interface, a novel site of NMDA receptor modulation [28] (Figure 1). An additional class of noncompetitive antagonists include the dihydroquinoline-pyrazolines such as DQP-1105 (12), compounds that show an IC_{50} increase following glutamate binding, but not glycine, and based on site-directed mutagenesis have been suggested to bind to the S2 region of the LBD [65] (Figure 1). A series of naphthalene and phenanthrene derivatives that act as positive and negative modulators of the NMDA receptor with varying degrees of potencies and selectivity have also been discovered (Figure 3 and 4). The naphthalene compound UBP618 (13) exhibits non-selective inhibition with approximate IC_{50} values of 2 µM at each of the subunits, while UBP608 (14) exclusively inhibits GluN2A-containing receptors [66]. The structurally related compound UBP714 (15) no longer exhibits any inhibition, but instead slight potentiation with a modest selectivity for GluN2A and GluN2B-containing receptors over GluN2D-containing receptors [67]. Additional selective potentiators include UBP512 (16) for GluN2A-containing receptors and UBP710 (17) for GluN2A and GluN2B-containing receptors. Compound 16 also shows inhibition at GluN2C and GluN2D-containing receptors, but no activity at GluN2B-
containing receptors [66,68]. The structure activity relationship (SAR) studies [69] suggest that these compounds bind in the LBD region [66].

Three other classes, in addition to the naphthalene and phenanthrene (15–17) compounds, have been reported as small molecule subunit-selective allosteric potentiators. Tetrahydroisoquinoline compounds such as the prototype CIQ (18) are selective for GluN2C and GluN2D-containing receptors with EC$_{50}$ values of 3–6 µM, and SAR studies have revealed that activity resides exclusively in the (+) enantiomer [70–72]. Site-directed mutagenesis suggests that the structural determinants of action for these compounds reside within the pre-M1-M1 region [73] (Figure 1). Recently, a pyrrolidinone (PYD) class of compounds has been reported that are ~50-fold selective for the GluN2C subunit over GluN2A, GluN2B, or GluN2D, and this was recently described in the patent literature [74,75]. These compounds appear to target a new site at the interface between the LBD and ATD [76] (Figure 1). Additionally, The endogenous oxysterol and major cholesterol metabolite in the brain, 24-(S)-hydroxycholesterol (24(S)-HC), has also been identified as a potent positive allosteric modulator selective for the NMDA receptor over AMPA or GABA (gamma-Aminobutyric acid) receptors. Although the binding site of 24(S)-HC and its synthetic derivatives has not been fully elucidated, it does appear to be distinct from the neurosteroid pregnenolone sulfate [77]. Further studies regarding the mechanism of action behind these oxysterols revealed that a second endogenous oxysterol, 25-hydroxycholesterol (25-HC), non-competitively inhibited the potentiation of 24(S)-HC (but did not inhibit pregnenolone sulfate), suggesting two novel binding sites for this class of compounds [78].

The therapeutic significance of positive allosteric modulators has been argued from the NMDA receptor hypofunction hypothesis, which originated when studying the effects of the channel blocker PCP (5). The positive and negative symptoms associated with taking PCP, including hallucinations, delusions, lack of logical thinking, and lethargy are similar to the symptoms associated with schizophrenia. It stands to reason if reduction of NMDA receptor function can induce a syndrome almost indistinguishable from schizophrenia, perhaps NMDA receptor hypofunction may underlie some of the clinical features of this disease. The NMDA receptor hypofunction hypothesis proposes that these symptoms are a result of reduced NMDA receptor function and/or expression [6,79]. Subunit-selective potentiators have been suggested to potentially decrease schizophrenic symptoms by restoring normal NMDA receptor activity. In addition to the therapeutic value of positive allosteric modulators, others have argued that enhanced glycine concentrations could also be beneficial by enhancing NMDA receptor activation [80].

Endogenous compounds that selectively potentiate GluN2B-containing receptors include polyamines such as spermine, which has an EC$_{50}$ value greater than 100 µM [81]. These compounds most likely bind in the GluN1-GluN2B ATD [82]. Sulfated neurosteroids have also been shown to selectively potentiate GluN2B subunits; pregnenolone sulfate in particular potentiates GluN2A and GluN2B-containing receptors over GluN2C and GluN2D-containing receptors by enhancing the open probability [83]. A steroid modulatory domain, SMD1, on the GluN2B subunit has been identified as the structural determinant of action for pregnenolone sulfate; this domain includes helices J/K in the S2 portion of the LBD along with residues in the M4 transmembrane helix [84]. Structural determinants of
action for negative allosteric modulation by pregnenolone sulfate has been suggested to reside in the S2 region of the LBD [85]. Additionally, aminoglycoside antibiotics that are potent against Gram-negative bacteria selectivity potentiate GluN2B-containing receptors with EC$_{50}$ values in the range of 38–134 µM. GluN2B potentiation has been suggested to improve cognition, which could be useful in mitigating some elements of age-dependent cognitive declines. It has been shown that as mice age, the expression of NMDA GluN2B receptors decreases, and it has been hypothesized that these decreased levels of synaptic plasticity and GluN2B expression are related to the cognitive decline that is associated with the aging process [86–89]. This speculation stems from data showing that GluN2B receptor overexpression in the forebrain of mice results in enhanced activation of NMDA receptors in response to stimulation [90]. These mice show improved long-term memory and spatial performance, exhibit superior cued and contextual fear conditioning, and exhibit faster fear extinction [91–94]. Thus, GluN2B positive allosteric modulators not only have the potential to act as pharmacological probes, but also as potential means to target decreased memory performance [95].

This review aims to cover and summarize the patents that disclosed new NMDA antagonists and allosteric modulators that were filed and granted since the last review was published in 2012.

2. NMDA Receptor Channel Blockers

Two patents describing NMDA receptor channel blockers (Figure 5) were published in 2013 by Astellas Pharm Inc., one of which claimed a class of aminoindan derivatives (19) for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, Parkinson’s disease, and ischemic apoplexy [96]. Each compound was tested in a radiolabeled MK-801 binding assay and reported compounds gave K$_i$ values in the range of 0.1 – 0.9 µM. Compounds were also tested in an intracellular Ca$^{2+}$-flux assay (FLIPR), although this data was not reported. The second patent described a class of fused indane compounds, which were claimed for neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, pain, and depression [97]. Compounds were subjected to the radiolabeled MK-801 binding assay and the Ca$^{2+}$-flux assay, but were also tested for maximal electroshock seizure (MES) inhibitory action. Compound 20 had a K$_i$ value of 0.5 µM in the binding assay, an IC$_{50}$ value of 1.8 µM in the Ca$^{2+}$-flux assay, and displayed anti-seizure activity in mice following electroshock with an ED$_{50}$ value of 4.2 mg/kg. The other enantiomer of compound 20 was active in all of the tests for antagonist activity as well, but was not as potent.

3. Antagonists acting at the Glycine Site of the NMDA Receptor

Competitive antagonists specific for the GluN1 glycine binding site of the NMDA receptor have been studied for their therapeutic value with the rationale that a moderate dose of a glycine site antagonist would not completely shut down the activity of the receptor. Instead, these compounds would return the receptor to a level of normal synaptic transmission if the receptor were in a state of hyperactivation [98]. Early studies with glycine site antagonists suggested that these modulators would have less CNS side effects, such as those observed with PCP-like channel blockers including increases in locomotion, myorelaxation, and
psychosis [99]. Several studies have highlighted the potential for a greater therapeutic window with glycine site antagonists. For example, effects such as an increase in dopamine turnover [100] and vacuolization in cortical neurons [101] that were observed with MK-801 (4) (Figure 2) were absent with glycine site antagonists.

Merz Pharma recently disclosed a new series of glycine antagonists (21) (Figure 6) for a wide variety of neurological disorders including pain, peripheral neuropathy, neurodegenerative disorders, and psychiatric conditions [102]. The binding affinity of the compounds was characterized with a displacement study using radiolabeled MDL-105–519, a potent ligand for the glycine site. The potencies of the compounds were then calculated using electrophysiological whole cell patch clamp recording and/or a Functional Drug Screening System (FDSS 700) fluorometric Ca\textsuperscript{2+} imaging, although only the IC\textsubscript{50} values for the Ca\textsuperscript{2+} imaging were given. Representative examples of potent compounds are given in Table 1.

Northwestern University filed a patent disclosing analogs of peptide GLYX-13, which is suggested to be a glycine site functional partial agonist, (22) [103]. The tetrapeptide 22 (Figure 7) has unique effects on NMDA receptor function that have been suggested to involve actions of glycine, yet are distinct from conventional glycine site partial agonists. This modulator not only enhances long-term potentiation (LTP) in Schaffer collateral CA1 synapses in rat hippocampal slices, but also reduces long-term depression (LTD). This is in contrast to partial agonist D-cycloserine which only enhances LTP [104]. Although evaluation of GLYX-13 in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons suggests that this compound acts similarly to a glycine site partial agonist [104–106], more research is required to determine the site and mechanism of action that results in these interesting effects on the NMDA receptor. Multiple lines of evidence suggest that GLYX-13 has therapeutic value including animal studies in cognitive enhancement [107,108], depression [105], and pain [109]. Additionally, GLYX-13 is currently in Phase II clinical trials for treatment-resistant depression [110]. Disclosed GLYX-13 analogs (23 – 25) were reported to be between 10 and 20-fold more potent than GLYX-13 as measured by burst-activated NMDA receptor-gated single neuron conductance (I\textsubscript{NMDA}) in cultured hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons. Analogs were also characterized in a radiolabeled MK-801 binding assay, an assay to determine the effect of compounds on NMDA receptor currents, a LTP assay in Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses in hippocampal slices, and a predictive test for antidepressant activity, a forced swimming model. Qualitative data was given for five analogs. Compound 24 caused a 79% increase at a concentration of 5 pM in the MK-801 binding affinity, had no effect on LTP, and caused a 90% reduction in floating time in the forced swimming model at a dose of 3 mg/kg administered by i.v.. Both diastereomers of derivative 25 (stereochemistry not defined) enhanced LTP and caused a reduction in floating time in the forced swimming model. While certain analogs enhanced LTP, an assay to determine whether any compounds were also able to diminish LTD was not reported. If these newer analogs do not diminish LTD in a similar fashion to GLYX-13, the analogs may not act at the same site or in the same fashion as GLYX-13. Additional studies are needed to further understand the site and mechanism of action.
4. GluN2B-selective Antagonists

A US patent claiming 67 GluN2B-selective antagonists, including compounds 26, 27, and 28, (Figure 8) was published by NeurOp, Inc. The compounds showed enhanced activity in brain tissue having lower than normal pH, and were being proposed as potential new treatments for neuropsychiatric disorders, including depression and neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. Two electrode voltage-clamp recording from *Xenopus laevis* oocytes were conducted at pH 6.9 and 7.6, and compounds were more potent (had a lower IC\(_{50}\)) at the acidic pH. This would have implications for the treatment of ischemia where the drug potency in healthy brain tissues with the pH closer to normal physiological range (pH 7.4) would be lower than in ischemic penumbra and the damaged tissue. Decreasing side effects should improve the therapeutic potential of this class of compounds and expand the therapeutic margins. Additionally, the compounds were consistently more potent at GluN2B-containing receptors at both pH levels than adrenergic \(\alpha_1\) receptors and hERG channels. Plasma stability and brain penetration studies were conducted and many compounds were reported to have high blood-brain barrier penetration [111].

An additional class of novel compounds acting as GluN2B-selective antagonists was patented for the treatment of major depressive disorder by Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) Company. In this patent 156 compounds were synthesized, but only 24 of them were claimed with biological data. In particular, compounds 29 and 30 (Figure 8) were reported as the most efficacious compounds with IC\(_{50}\) values of 5 nM and 2.5 nM, respectively, in the electrophysiological assay using *Xenopus* oocytes [112].

A series of phenylethanolamine-based compounds was patented by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory as enhanced NMDA receptor antagonists using an *in silico* method. The atomic coordinates of the heterodimers GluN1 and GluN2B subunits bound to ifenprodil (8) or Ro 25–6981 (10) (Figure 3) were used to computationally screen for novel phenylethanolamine-based compounds that also bind to GluN1/GluN2B with a higher affinity than ifenprodil. Researchers used the previously obtained three-dimensional X-ray coordinates of the GluN1 and GluN2B subunits when bound to ifenprodil [20] to construct new phenethanolamine compounds with enhanced activity by attaching a hydrophobic moiety group to the ifenprodil template. These new compounds, including compounds 31 and 32 (Figure 9), were proposed to inhibit NMDA receptor function by physically interacting with hydrophobic residues on the GluN2B subunit of the NMDA receptor. No biological data was reported for the 16 novel compounds and *in vitro* or *in vivo* testing of the proposed compounds would still be necessary to confirm the *in silico* models [113].

5. NMDA receptor positive modulators

NMDA receptor potentiators have therapeutic potential in neurological disorders such as schizophrenia [114], and research with the partial agonist D-cycloserine (DCS) has suggested NMDA receptor dysfunction is implicated in PTSD [115,116]. It has also been suggested that potentiation of the NMDA receptor could help to restore age-dependent cognitive loss [90]. Recently, a novel series of pyrrolidinones (PYD), which selectively
potentiate GluN2C-containing subunit NMDA potentiators was filed by Emory University. Approximately 83 novel compounds were disclosed and 17 of them were characterized using a two-electrode voltage clamp assay. Compound 33 (Figure 10) was reported as the most potent compound with an EC$_{50}$ of 4 µM at GluN2C-containing receptors exclusively. Notably, compound 34 also exhibited potency at GluN2C-containing receptors with an EC$_{50}$ of 5 µM, but caused inhibition of GluN2B- and GluN2D-containing receptors with an IC$_{50}$ of 56 µM and 52 µM, respectively [75]. After additional medicinal chemistry efforts, the SAR was further advanced and evidence suggests that the class is stereoselective. This class of molecules represents the first diheteromeric GluN2C selective allosteric potentiators [74], which appears to act at a new modulatory site on the NMDA receptor between the ATD and the LBD [76]. These compounds also sense the subunit stoichiometry, potentiating receptors with two copies of GluN2C, but not those with one copy of GluN2A and one copy of GluN2C [76].

Sage Therapeutics filed a patent disclosing derivatives of SGE-201 (35), an oxysterol that is a synthetic derivative of 24(S)-HC, the major cholesterol metabolite in the brain [117]. 24(S)-HC and its synthetic derivatives, including SGE-201, are positive allosteric modulators that have a distinct binding site from the structurally related pregnenolone sulfate [77]. A number of SGE-201 analogs were tested in a whole-cell patch clamp assay in HEK- cells expressing the GluN1/GluN2A NMDA receptor at concentrations of 0.1 µM and 1.0 µM. An example of a potent compound includes compound 36, (Figure 11) which caused a 181% increase in potentiation at 0.1 µM and 286% increase at 1.0 µM. Compounds were developed for the treatment of a number of neurological disorders including schizophrenia, stroke, Parkinson’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease.

6. Unknown Site modulators

Although most of the compounds discussed as NMDA receptor modulators target a specific site of the NMDA receptor, some therapeutic effects do not require such selectivity. One example of such therapeutic intervention, described in a patent filed by Nihon University, is in the prevention of nerve cell necrosis by inhibiting calcium influx through the NMDA receptor [118]. The patent described a broad class of biguanide derivatives, as shown in Table 2, with antagonistic activity against both the NMDA receptor and the acid-sensing ion channel 1a (ASIC1a). ASIC1a, expressed in neurons throughout mammalian central and nervous peripheral systems, is a Ca$^{2+}$ permeable ion channel that is involved in synaptic plasticity and acid induced cell death [119]. Activation of the NMDA receptor leads to an influx of Ca$^{2+}$, which activates Ca$^{2+}$/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CAMKII) that then phosphorylates and activates the ASIC1a channel. Once ASIC1a is activated, this leads to an influx of Na$^+$, which causes further depolarization of the cell. Evidence suggests that the activation of NMDA receptors and ASIC1a plays a role in ischemic neuronal cell death [120,121], and interest has been expressed in inhibiting this activation pathway. The patent described 27 compounds with dual IC$_{50}$ values under 30 µM, and the most potent (compound 3 on Table 2) exhibited an inhibitory concentration of 210 nM at ASIC1a and 300 nM at GluN2A-containing receptors as measured by a two-electrode voltage clamp. No data was given for the GluN2B-, GluN2C-, or GluN2D-containing receptors, although the authors attributed this choice to the higher prevalence of the GluN2A subunit. Although the
The patent describes an inhibitor of both NMDA receptors and ASIC1a ion channels, the specific binding site or mechanism of action was not described.

Another therapeutic effect that does not require specificity is in broadly modulating dopaminergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission. Integrative Research Laboratories recently patented a series of phenoxy-ethyl-amine compounds that modulate the cortical basal ganglia dopaminergic and NMDA receptor glutamatergic neurotransmission [122]. The phenoxy-ethyl-amine core (37) (Figure 12) has demonstrated in vivo activity against drug induced hyperactivity (amphetamine and MK-801) suggesting therapeutic relevance for the treatment of neurologically related movement disorders like Huntington's disease. The site and mechanism of action was not described.

7. Indirect site Modulators

In addition to channel blockers, competitive antagonists, and allosteric modulators, the activity of the NMDA receptor can be indirectly regulated. Recent patent literature and clinical trials have focused on developing and testing inhibitors of the indirect modulator glycine transporter I (GlyT1) as a means to increase activity of the NMDA receptor [123]. GlyT1 plays an essential role in controlling the level of glycine at the excitatory synapses of the NMDA receptor and prevents high levels of glycine that would lead to saturation of the glycine site. GlyT1 inhibition should increase the concentration of glycine at the NMDA receptor within synapses, but activation of the receptor would still rely on glutamate release. In contrast to positive allosteric modulators that enhance the maximally effective response of NMDA receptors, GlyT1 inhibitors instead increase the open probability of the NMDA receptor only under certain physiological conditions that led to non-saturating concentrations of glycine or related glycine site agonists [124,125]. This unique mechanism of action of GlyT1 inhibitors may have clinical benefits in disease states that have been proposed to stem from a deficiency of NMDA receptor activity, such as schizophrenia.

Hoffmann La-Roche developed the GlyT1 inhibitor Bitopertin (also referred to as RO4917838 and RG1678), which had advanced to Phase III clinical trials after the successful completion of two Phase II trials [126]. This compound would have been the first in its class of third generation schizophrenia drugs, but unfortunately the first two Phase III clinical trials meant to test the effect of Bitopertin on the negative symptoms of schizophrenia failed to meet their primary endpoints [127]. Despite this information, the interest in GlyT1 inhibitors is still high and this interest has been reflected in the recent patent literature. For example, Hoffmann La-Roche published two patents claiming over 200 structurally similar GlyT1 inhibitors in 2013. Tetrahydropyran derivatives [128] (38) and piperidine derivatives [129] (39) (Figure 13) were both tested in a glycine uptake inhibition assay (mGlyT-1b) and the typical IC50 value of the covered compounds was below 0.2 µM. Notable examples from both patents are given Table 3.

8. Deuterated Analogs

The replacement of hydrogen with deuterium only inflicts a small steric effect, but has the potential to drastically slow down or even prevent particular metabolic pathways. This can have the effect of either pushing metabolism towards a potent species or limiting the build-
up of a toxic metabolite [130,131]. This approach has been utilized in an attempt to improve pharmacokinetic properties in drugs and drug-leads. A compound referred to as Neudexta, a combination of the NMDA antagonist dextromethorphan (6) and quinidine sulfate (Figure 2), was approved by the FDA in 2010 for the treatment of pseudobulbar affect (PBA), and the clinical trials surrounding this approval were discussed in an earlier review [132]. Notably, in February 2013, AVP-786, a deuterated version of dextromethorphan in combination with quinidine sulfate, was studied in a Phase 1 clinical trial to determine the single and multiple-dose pharmacokinetics, safety, and tolerability with and without quinidine sulfate [133]. Results were not provided, but the combination of d$_6$-dextromethorphan quinidine sulfate has advanced to Phase II clinical trials for the use in patients with treatment-resistant depression. The clinical trial was verified in May 2014, but at this time has not begun recruiting participants [134]. The deuterated form of the drug has been reported to exhibit more resistance towards CYP2D6 metabolism [135].

9. New Therapeutic Uses of Known NMDA receptor modulators

In terms of therapeutic indications for NMDA receptor modulators, many additional patents since 2012 were filed or granted involving disease states that have been extensively studied in relationship to the NMDA receptor, including neuropathic pain, depression, and Alzheimer’s disease. However, the recent literature also included patents which described new therapeutic applications for previously studied NMDA modulators. Two examples include patents describing sickle-cell anemia and visual system disorders.

A patent issued in early 2014 from the University of Zurich described the use of NMDA blockers as a method for the treatment of sickle-cell anemia [136]. A commonly occurring complication of sickle cell disease (SCD) is vaso-occlusive crisis, a painful condition caused by the occlusion of blood flow by sickled red blood cells [137]. Pain associated with this condition is often treated with opioids, however, frequent opioid use can potentially lead to tolerance and opioid induced hyperalgesia (OIH) [138]. The NMDA receptor has been indicated to play a role in the mechanism of tolerance through a pathway that involves the upregulation of protein kinase C, which leads to phosphorylation and subsequent enhanced activation of the NMDA receptor [139–142]. Additionally, inhibition of the NMDA receptor leads to a reduction in OIH [143]. These study results suggest that blockage of the NMDA receptor could reduce tolerance and OIH, and therefore that NMDA antagonists could be useful for pain management associated with SCD [144,145]. Ketamine, used in conjunction with opiates, has been studied in small case studies for the treatment of pain associated with SCD in children, and has shown an acceptable short-term safety profile [146] in addition to the reduction of opioid use and decreased reported pain [147]. Recently a Phase II clinical trial was completed where a low-dose of ketamine in addition to treatment involving opioids was studied for pain stemming for SCD, although no results were provided [148]. While the patent issued from the University of Zurich does not involve the use of opioids, it does claim that MK-801 can be used in treating sickle-cell anemia. The studies provided in the patent behind the claim show that red blood cells from patients with SCD contain more NMDA receptors than healthy patients and that the patients with SCD had a higher flux rate of potassium and calcium as measured by radioactive tags, which may play a role in the deformation of the red blood cell observed in sickle cell anemia. Treatment of the diseased
cells with MK-801 (4) or memantine (2) (Figure 2) was able to decrease the high flux rates, and red blood cell morphological changes in patients with SCD were measured when the agonist NMDA was delivered with and without a pretreatment of MK-801. NMDA delivery resulted in an increase in the sickling of cells for the SCD patients, while pretreatment with MK-801 or memantine appeared to alleviate the sickling compared to NMDA alone and no treatment [136]. Although MK-801 is unlikely to progress toward development, more clinical and pre-clinical studies might reveal whether NMDA channel blockers are a viable option in treating complications associated with SCD.

Another extensively studied NMDA receptor modulator, D-serine, was the subject of a second new use patent filed by Allergan Inc. involving visual system deficits [149]. NMDA receptors located in the retinal ganglion cells play a role in visual processing and more specifically, contrast coding [150]. The NMDA receptor modulates synaptic plasticity in the visual cortex, a process that contributes to visual function [151]. D-serine is present in the retina and has been shown to enhance NMDA receptor responses in retinal glial cells [152]. In the patent filed in December of 2012 [149], D-serine was shown to facilitate a cellular model of synaptic plasticity (LTP) in the visual cortex of rats. Additionally, the patent claimed that either at a dose of 600 mg/kg for sixteen weeks or 100 mg/kg for fifty weeks, D-serine improved contrast sensitivity in mice that had been impaired by blue-light treatment, a model for visual system degradation. D-serine is intended to be used as a therapy to combat visual impairment that is related to age or neurological disorders that could lead to degenerative eyesight. However, more studies are required in this area, including tests of whether enhancement of the NMDA receptor could lead to neurodegeneration. A second patent published by Allergan Inc. claimed using D-serine transport inhibitors as a means to combat visual system disorders [153]. The patent suggests that D-serine transport inhibitors would increase the extracellular levels of D-serine, and this would result in an increase of NMDA receptor activity that could compensate for the impairment of vision associated with retinal diseases such as glaucoma and macular degeneration. A number of amino acids were shown to inhibit D-serine transporters, and two inhibitors enhanced visual function in rats and rabbits. In addition contrast sensitivity was improved in mice that had been impaired by blue light [153].

10. Conclusion

The NMDA receptor is a complex ligand-gated ion channel that has garnered much attention over the past 30 years for its value as a therapeutic target, and the recent patent literature has continued to reflect this interest. Two patents were filed that disclosed new compounds as channel blockers for a variety of neurological disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and depression. The positive results from clinical trials involving ketamine for treatment-resistant depression and OCD have played a significant role in driving recent interest in the field. Glycine-site antagonists, such as the compounds developed by Merz Pharma still hold promise as well, although the tetrapeptide GLYX-13 (22) will require more research to determine the site and mechanism of action that is allowing these compounds to exert effects on the NMDA receptor responses.
The past two years also continued to see advances in subunit-selective modulators, compounds that should decrease side effects and have increased safety profiles. Although early GluN2B subunit-selective compounds were unsuccessful in the clinic when they were originally introduced, the ifenprodil template and binding site continues to catalyze the development of novel compounds, such as those disclosed by NeurOp Inc., BMS, and Cold Springs Harbor Laboratories. Cold Spring Harbor filed a patent on compounds that had been developed using *in silico* methods with the previously obtained crystal structure of ifenprodil bound to the GluN1-GluN2B ATD region. With the recent description of the ATD-LBD-TMD NMDA receptor crystal structure, *in silico* methods are likely to become increasingly useful to identify how newly discovered modulators interact with the NMDA receptor. The first di-heteromeric GluN2C selective compound, filed by Emory University, was also discovered.

In addition to allosteric potentiators, advances were made in the area of indirect modulators, specifically GlyT1 inhibitors. The mechanism of action behind these compounds should make GlyT1 inhibitors therapeutically valuable in schizophrenia. Despite initial optimism, compounds developed by Hoffmann La-Roche failed to meet primary endpoints in Phase III clinical trials. Nevertheless, some research in this area of indirect NMDA receptor modulators will most likely continue. A second compound that saw advances in the clinic was AVP-786, a combination of d6-dextromethorphan and quinidine sulfate. This result is not surprising since the original, nondueterated compound Neudexta was approved by the FDA in 2010 for PBA.

11. Expert Opinion

There were a significant number of patents filed and granted over the past two years claiming new chemical entities or the new use of an existing compound as an antagonist, agonist, or modulator of the NMDA receptor. This, together with continued discovery in the academic arena of novel modulators and antagonists, suggests a sustained resurgent interest in NMDA receptor pharmacology. A key advance during this period was the elucidation of the structure of the NMDA receptor, which should catalyze discovery of new ligands as well as advance our understanding of existing ligands. Thus, the NMDA receptor remains an active area for pharmacological research and drug development, and continues to garner efforts that have yielded development of new intellectual property. The ultimate goal of this research remains to exploit new pharmacological modulators for therapeutic gain to improve quality of life of patients. The substantial advances in terms of subunit selective modulators as well as refinement of existing classes of channel blockers and GluN2B-selective noncompetitive inhibitors holds promise that this target may eventually yield therapeutically useful compounds.

Several trends appear evident from the published patent literature. First, among the patents, there remains strong interest in allosteric modulators, as evidenced by subunit-selective modulators for GluN2B and GluN2C-containing receptors, small molecule modulators with mixed subunit selectivity, as well as the interesting peptide modulators that have been discussed. Subunit-selectivity may allow for the isolation of desired effects from non-specific effects, and lead to development of compounds that are better tolerated and more...
effective. GluN2B selective noncompetitive inhibitors appear to produce fewer problems than non-selective competitive antagonists or channel blockers. New GluN2B-selective antagonists developed have the interesting feature that they can detect biochemical changes that should enhance on-target effects, while minimizing receptor block in healthy tissue, thereby reducing side effects. GluN2C-selective modulators appear to act at a new binding site not previously identified. The identification of new binding sites for compounds could lead to a wealth of medicinal chemistry efforts that yield new classes of compounds. Furthermore, the existence of the cavity in which this new class appears to bind on other NMDA receptor subunits raises the possibility of the development of new classes of subunit selective modulators that target other receptor subunits. A second trend emerging from this body of work is the sustained interest in systems that indirectly alter NMDA receptor function, such as the glycine transport system. A host of enzymes handling production and disposition of D-serine are viable candidates for therapeutic modulation, as are endogenous systems that yield competitive glutamate receptor antagonists via the kynurenate pathway [154]. One might predict future work will explore these avenues, despite disappointing results with clinical trials of GlyT1 inhibitors. Lastly, there is renewed interest in development of channel blockers despite a disappointing track record in terms of clinical development, followed by subsequent loss of support over the past decade. We anticipate this interest is driven by the remarkable results obtained with ketamine use for treatment-resistant depression. It is now generally accepted that the ketamine results are reliable and reproducible, and the interest in channel blockers seems connected to the idea that fast dissociating lower affinity channel blockers may provide an opportunity to gain therapeutic effects with more tolerable side-effect profiles. Due to the success of ketamine towards treatment-resistant depression, ketamine and other NMDA receptor channel blockers will most likely be considered for additional clinical settings.
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Two crystal structures of the ATD-LBD-TMD NMDA receptor were recently solved, which should enhance the understanding of how modulators regulate the receptor.

A review of the relevant patent literature from 2012 is discussed, highlighting new chemical entities as channel blockers, glycine site antagonists, subunit-selective modulators, and indirect modulators of NMDA receptor function.

Novel compounds developed around the ifenprodil template show the promising ability to sense extracellular pH and thereby selectively target unhealthy tissue during ischemia.

The first di-heteromeric GluN2C selective positive allosteric modulator has been disclosed and appears to interact with a novel binding site.

GlyT-1 inhibitors developed for schizophrenia failed to meet primary endpoints in Phase III clinical trials.
Figure 1. Homology Model of an NMDA receptor highlighting known binding sites
Ribbon diagram depicting the NMDA receptor where the GluN1 subunit is shown in blue and the GluN2 subunit is shown in grey. (The figure was generated using the GluN2B crystal structure, PDB 4PE5). Known or postulated binding sites are shown for several classes of ligands. The binding sites for zinc (the cleft of the GluN2A,B bilobed ATD), UPB compounds (the LBD), endogenous polyamines (the GluN2B ATD) are not shown. We also have not shown structural determinants of action for the endogenous neurosteroid pregnenolone sulfate, which has been suggested to involve helices J/K in the S2 portion of the LBD in addition to residues near the M4 transmembrane helix or the structural determinants for the negative allosteric modulation that appear to reside in the S2 region of the LBD.
Figure 2.
NMDA receptor channel blockers.
Figure 3.
Subunit-selective antagonists.
Figure 4.
Subunit-selective allosteric modulators.
Figure 5.
Novel NMDA channel blockers.
Figure 6.
Merz Pharma developed glycine site antagonist.
Figure 7.
GLYX-13 analogs disclosed by Northwestern University.
Figure 8.
GluN2B subunit-selective compounds disclosed by NeurOp Inc and Bristol-Myers Squibb.
Figure 9.
Ifenprodil based compounds disclosed by Cold Springs Harbor Laboratory.
Figure 10.
Novel GluN2C subunit-selective potentiatrors disclosed by Emory University.
Figure 11.
Positive allosteric oxysterols disclosed by Sage Therapeutics.
Figure 12.
Phenoxy-ethyl-amine derivatives disclosed by Integrative Research Laboratories.
Figure 13.
GlyT1 inhibitors disclosed by Hoffmann La-Roche
Table 1
Glycine-site specific antagonists disclosed by Merz Pharma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>Binding Affinity IC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)</th>
<th>FDSS 700 IC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2**

Biguanide derivatives as unknown site NMDA antagonist/ASIC1a channel blockers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>ASIC1a IC50 (µM)</th>
<th>GluN1/GluN2A (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

GlyT1 inhibitors disclosed by Hoffman La-Roche.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mGlyT-1b IC$_{50}$ (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US 8524909B2</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US2013/0158050A1</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US2013/0158050A1</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>